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Background

•  15 years of email / messaging 

•  Enjoy optimization and process 



The Plan 
•  Why Outsource? 
•  The ROI and cost benefits 

•  Personal productivity (life hacks?) 
•  Company productivity 

•  The path to offshoring 



Why Outsource? 
•  Your time has value (more than you think) 
•  Only I can do XYZ task 
•  Don’t fear remote workers 
•  Start small and expand 
•  It’s cheap to fail 
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How I got into 
Outsourcing? 
•  Wife hated job 

•  Wanted to buy shoes 

•  Bought a website 



Before Outsourcing 
•  70-80% of time spent on low-

value tasks 
•  Labor was 82% of company 

spend 
•  Company couldn’t scale 
•  Single point of failure 



Before Outsourcing After Outsourcing 
•  70-80% of time spent on low-

value tasks 
•  Labor was 82% of company 

spend 
•  Company couldn’t scale 
•  Single point of failure 

•  70-80% of time spent on high-
value tasks

•  Labor is 37% of company 
spend

•  Minimal impact if away or 
traveling

•  50+ remote workers







Good for :  
Managing and hiring remote workers 

•  View candidates’ work history, employers’ ratings 
•  Snapshots of worker’s desktops while working 

•  oDesk handles all tax paperwork 



Tips 

•  Use for writers, tech roles, researchers 
•  Hire individuals, not agencies 

•  If you are not technical, try fixed price 
•  “Audition” for long-term jobs:  

      Hire 3-5x your needs for 1 week 



So how much? 

•  Researcher $2/hr 

•  Low-end writer $6/hr 

•  Designer $15/hr 

•  Developer $20/hr 

•  Editor $15/hr 

•  Video editor $10/hr 

•  Manager $8/hr 









Good for :  
onsite jobs, or particular specialized skill  

•  Can do much more complex tasks 
•  On camera talent for quick video’s 
•  Help out at a conference or remote site 
•  Types of tasks 

•  Deliveries 
•  Scanning of documents 
•  Misc office work 
•  Just about anything that is better done locally 





Good for :  
web page design, logos, custom WP 
themes 

$1300 traditional design job: 5 logos by one local 
designer 
 
$262 design contest: 406 logos by 100+ remote 
designers 



Tips 

•  Give daily feedback, ratings 
•  Eliminate loser designs ASAP 

•  Give visual examples of designs you like/dislike 
•  Email directly with winner for small changes/tweaks 





Good for :  
Tiny tasks with A or B type results. 

•  A better Amazon Mechanical Turk 
•  Uses a known set “Gold” to judge worker quality 
•  Upload data feeds for large jobs 
•  Types of tasks 

•  Manual testing 
•  Image moderation 
•  Find contact information 
•  Verify business hours 
•  Language translation 







Good for : 
Cost effective virtual assistants. 

•  Anything that can be done with a PC and phone 
•  Can create a gmail alias for your “Assistant” 
•  Assign tasks direct from Asana 
•  Types of tasks 

•  Sitting on hold 
•  Web / phone research 
•  Make reservations 
•  Dispute charges, bills 
•  Confirm meeting details 





App Testing: Cost 
effective QA 
•  Low cost or free “samples” of work 
•  Easy to scale up burst tests pre-launch or as 

needed 
•  Integrate with or work directly in your bug 

tracker 

•  Types of work 
•  Multi-device testing 
•  Multi-language testing 
•  Hourly rates range from $10-$50/hr 
•  Understand testing and report very 

high quality bugs 







The road to offshore /
remote teams 

•  What is the stage appropriate time?
•  Make sure you are ready to commit 
•  Understand the financial and legal ramifications 
•  Contract or employee? Use a 3rd party? 

•  If planning to grow a team
•  Start with a top notch player / coach 
•  Build a team around their expertise 



The road to offshore /
remote teams 

•  Build the right culture
•  Hire those who’ve worked for a remote team before 
•  Balance the work to ensure both teams work on “fun” stuff 
•  The little things matter (office, t-shirts, frequent calls/interactions, 

travel) 

•  Do 360 reviews
•  Make sure both teams have a chance to give 

feedback and suggest improvements 



•  Limit outsourcing to business-related tasks. 
•  Dismiss outsourcing because you love your 

employees. 
•  Set it and forget it.  
•  Give up.  



•  Start small and iterate. 
•  Control confidential information.  
•  Keep on top of your ROI.  
•  Document your processes and 

guidelines.  
•  Set up regular performance 

reviews.  



Summary 
•  Think in terms of ROI and cost benefits 
•  Start with your personal productivity 

•  Build to ways to enhance company productivity 
•  The stepping stones to building a highly productive 

offshore or remote team. 



Thank You! 

Kevin Henrikson 
kevin@acompli.com 

Outsource like a Boss 


